A travel to the past with
the Portuguese Web Archive

Welcome,

Today, we challenge you to wear your Web archeologist’s hat and go in an exploration to find the old treasures of the Web, using the Portuguese Web Archive [http://archive.pt].

We propose you to undertake several challenges. We hope that you will enjoy them.

Tip: Use a translation service, such as Google Translate [http://translate.google.com/], to translate the webpages written in Portuguese.

Challenges:

1. Tim Berners-Lee is known as the father of the Internet and has a personal webpage since mid 90’s.
   Search for the oldest page in the Archive. At that time, where was he working?

2. The last time the Irish band U2 played in Portugal was in 2010.
   Where and when was the concert played?

3. Search for an old version of a website that you frequently visit.
   If the site is not archived, could you please use our website to submit a suggestion for us to archive it?

Now that you have completed this challenge, could you please fill our short online survey? [http://bit.ly/JK51X5]

Thank you!